IMI Systems will present its advanced Naval solutions
at ExpoNAVAL 2016, Chile
Ramat Hasharon, Israel, November 10, 2016 - IMI Systems will attend ExpoNaval 2016, the
international naval and maritime exhibition and congress for Latin America to be held f rom 29th
November to the 2nd December 2016 at the Valparaiso Terminal De Pasajeros in Valparaiso,
Chile.
During the event IMI Systems will showcase its advanced combat-proven naval solutions designed
to enable navies and maritime forces around the world to better address the challenges they are
facing in the naval arena of today.
Among its varied maritime solutions IMI Systems will be presenting the Trigon precise Sea-toShore rocket system designed to increase naval independence and enhance its value in joint multibranch military operations.
Offering an easy and rapid deployment, day / night availability in all weather conditions, the Trigon
system is a cost-effective, simple to operate and maintain solution, which incorporates a fixed
elevation launcher that can be installed permanently or alternatively as an add-on mission module.
In addition, IMI Systems will showcase its WAVE 300N – a Naval fully stabilized remotely
controlled weapon station, providing a complete solution for targeting and weapon handling from
within a protected position. The compact, lightweight, low profile system can be easily installed on
all types of marine platforms and its stabilization and image processing capabilities of acquiring
targets improves hit probability in a Marine environment.
These innovative solutions will be presented in Booth 70N along with other various reputable
combat-proven solutions developed by IMI Systems for armies around the world, such as the
EXTRA accurate rocket for the range of 150 km, the ACCULAR accurate rocket for the range of 40
km, 76mm naval ammunition and more.
The IMI Systems’ weapon solutions provide naval forces with strategic capabilities, extending
engagement range beyond current limitations.
About IMI Systems Inc.
Established in 1933 IMI Systems (formerly Israeli Military Industries) is a defense systems house
specializing in the development, manufacturing, marketing and implementation of end to end
defense solution for the land, air, naval and homeland security (HLS) of the modern battlefield
applications.
As a reputable company, which positioned among the world's leader solution providers, IMI
Systems exports 70% of its products to its customers around the world. The artillery, rocket and
mobility solutions offered by IMI Systems developed based on extensive operational experience,
advanced technology, and exclusive methodologies and are used by the IDF, US Military, NATO
nations and military and government agencies in 70 countries worldwide.
The company, wholly owned by the state of Israel, operates nationwide and employs 2,900
employees in its 6 business units: Armor, Infantry, Artillery, Air & Naval, HLS and Small Caliber
Ammunition alongside its manufacturing, test and laboratories facilities and its two subsidiaries: the
security & anti-terror training Academy and Ashot Ashkelon aerospace solutions provider.
www.imi-israel.com

